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Abstract 
The development of miniaturized and portable sensing devices is crucial to meeting the 
high processing capacity demands of contemporary computing systems. Hence, the 
conceptualization of memristive sensors for hydroxide-containing liquids is proposed in 
this study. Metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structures were formed on electrochemically 
anodized Hf thin films with Pt patterned as top electrodes. These MIM memristive 
structures were integrated into a crossbar array, allowing the investigation of a high 
number of potential memristor sensors. The MIM structures have demonstrated sensing 
possibilities in the detection of the hydroxyl ion in D-glucose, used as a standard solution. 
The sensing method was based on the resistive state ratio extracted from I-U sweeps 
measurements. Analytical characterization of the memristor sensor was done based on 
the resistive state ratio in relation to different concentrations of a standard solution drop 
cast directly on the surface of the device. Linearity was found for D-glucose concentrations 
ranging from 10 mM to 80 mM with a reasonable corresponding correlation factor 
(R2=0.96809). Additionally, D-glucose incorporation in anodic oxide was studied by XPS to 
investigate its effect on conductive filaments formation. A carbon bonded by a single 
covalent bond to oxygen (O-C-O) was detected, confirming the proposed sensing 
mechanism defined by the glucose penetrating the oxide/electrode interface. 
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Introduction 

Enormous progress has been recently made in the field of complementary metal-oxide-

semiconductor (CMOS) technology [1-3]. With this respect, computing performance has leveled up 

with a demand for a large amount of data to be processed and stored. However, these computing 

systems rely on von Neuman architectures based on separated processing and memory units [1,3,4]. 
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This architecture is inefficient in the sense that it considerably increases energy losses and limits 

processing speeds and scalability, thus defining an issue known as the von Neuman bottleneck. 

Clearly, a necessity for the development of miniaturized in-memory computing systems has 

emerged. As such, memristors are foreseen as an ideal replacement for conventional memories, 

being a nonvolatile type of memory [2,3]. Furthermore, not only that memristors can be used as 

ReRAMs, for neuromorphic networks, artificial synapses and image processing, but also in sensing 

applications [5-11].  

The storage concept, based on the resistive switching between a high resistive state (HRS) and a 

low resistance state (LRS), can also be considered a sensing mechanism [12]. While describing the 

memory window and power consumption of memristors, the resistive state ratio (HRS/LRS) can also 

define sensing capacity. Following the same analogy, the larger the resistive state ratio, the larger 

the sensing capability of the device [6].  

Additionally, memristors can be integrated into crossbar arrays due to their simple two-terminal 

structures, which can further increase their surface density [13-15]. At the same time, miniaturized 

sensing electronics are more desired than large conventional sensors that can be only utilized as 

separated units in computing systems [7].  

Valve metals have already demonstrated promising memristive behavior [16-22]. One commonly 

used memory storage material in memristive devices is hafnium dioxide (HfO2) [18-21]. Besides its 

wide band gap, high refractive index, high melting point, and high chemical stability, it is also used 

as a high-κ gate dielectric in the semiconductor industry [23-27,27,28]. Hence, there is a strong 

motivation for HfO2 to be used as a sensing material. Until now, several gas or liquid sensors based 

on HfO2 have been investigated [7,29-31]. However, the sensing mechanism in memory applications 

still requires further investigation. Memristive sensors have been studied for biomolecule detection 

or temperature probing in dry conditions [32-34]. Furthermore, the development of devices for 

liquids with hydroxyl group sensing is vital due to the wide range of their possible biomedical 

applications [6,7,31].  

Finally, a sensing mechanism based on HfO2 anodic memristors has been demonstrated in the cur-

rent work for several D-glucose concentrations, which was used as a standard. Such sensing device 

has shown improved performance with respect to memristive-based sensors reported in the literature. 

Experimental  

Fabrication of memristors integrated into a crossbar array  

The bottom electrodes of metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structured devices were produced by 

deposition by sputtering. The process was carried out in a high vacuum system with a base pressure 

in the range of 10-6 Pa. The deposition of Hf thin films onto pre-oxidized Si wafers was conducted in 

Ar atmosphere (5∙10-1 Pa, 25° C) by applying a constant power to a high purity Hf target (99.95 % 

Demaco, The Netherlands) [35,36]. The Hf thin film was deposited through a pre-attached Ni 

shadow mask (Mecachimique, Pierrelaye, France). This allowed patterning parallel Hf lines, defining 

word lines or bottom electrodes (Figure 1a). Following that, these Hf metallic lines were used as 

working electrodes during the electrochemical oxidation process in a classical three-electrode set 

containing Hg/Hg2SO4/sat. K2SO4 electrode (0 V vs. Hg/Hg2SO4 = 0.640 V vs. SHE) as a reference 

electrode, and a commercial graphite foil, used as a counter electrode (0.5 mm thick, 99.8 % 

ThermoFisher, Erlangen, Germany). The resulting anodic oxide was grown potentiodynamically up 

to 8 V vs. SHE in 1 M phosphate buffer solution (PB), pH 7.0 (Na2HPO4, NaH2PO4, Merck, Darmstadt, 

Germany) [37]. Finally, Pt was also patterned through a pre-attached shadow mask in order to form 
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bit lines or top electrodes perpendicular to the bottom electrodes (Figure 1a). In this way, two 

terminal MIM structures are created at the intersections of the electrode lines, representing 

memristors as shown in Figures 1b, 1c and 1d. 

Electrical measurements 

Electrical measurements referring to I-U sweeps, endurance and retention evaluation were 

performed in environmental conditions (22 °C, 55 % relative humidity) using a self-developed 

electrical setup. A Gantry robot with XYZ stages, microscope cameras and force sensing is described 

in previous studies. The system is connected to Keithley 2450 SourceMeter Unit parameter analyzer 

and controlled via LabView software [35,36]. Pure Hf bottom electrodes were biased during I-U 

sweeping, while Pt top electrode remained grounded during the measurements. Electric contacts 

were established by contacting gold and stainless steel needles at the ends of metallic lines, thus 

the bottom and top electrodes, respectively. The contact force was controlled by a force sensor 

keeping it constant at 20±2 mN. Hence, direct needle contact on top of each MIM structure was 

avoided. This prevents the system from possible chemical reactions with the needle, mechanical 

damage such as breaking the thin film or any other undesirable effects. Once the switching voltages 

were determined, the pulsed voltage stress (PVS) method was applied for device lifetime testing 

(endurance measurements) at a maximum of 260 Hz. The resistance values were read at very low 

voltage values (20 mV), as in the case of retention measurements. In this case, devices were not 

switched from HRS to LRS state or vice versa, but HRS or LRS values were only read to test data 

retention.  

Sensing characterization 

In order to test the sensing response of memristors, different concentrations of D-glucose were 

drop cast on the surface of a device. Phosphate buffer solution (0.1 M, Na2HPO4/NaHPO4, pH 7.0) 

was used as a supporting electrolyte due to its matching properties to those liquids' presence in the 

human body. Current-voltage (I-U) sweeps were recorded from -2 V to 2 V after adding aliquots of 

D- glucose, freshly prepared on the day of the experiment. Hence, a calibration curve was obtained 

by adding aliquots of a standard solution while performing I-U sweeps. All chemicals (D-C6H12O6, 

Na2HPO4/NaHPO4) were used as acquired (Merck, Germany) without any further purification. 

Standard solutions were prepared with ultrapure water (Arium mini, Sartorius, 18 MΩ cm).  

Microscopic and spectroscopic analysis 

The samples with memristive devices were thinned by site-specific focused ion beam technique 

(FIB, Helios NanoLab 650i, FEI). The thin lamella was cut from a carefully chosen memristor sample 

and thinned by Ga ions until the final thickness was less than 100 nm at 30 kV with a Zeiss 1540-XB. 

The microstructure studies were performed by conventional TEM (a JEOL JEM-2200FS.) operating 

at 200 kV.  

A Theta probe system (Thermo Scientific, UK) was applied for XPS measurements, while the 

system was controlled by the Avantage software package provided by the system manufacturer. 

The samples were analyzed with monochromatic Al Kα X-Ray radiation with an energy of 1486.6 eV. 

The radiation is focused into 400μm diameter spots. Survey spectra were acquired with a pass 

energy of 200 eV and a binding energy step of 1 eV. For the high-resolution spectra, a pass energy 

of 20 eV with an energy step of 0.05 eV was used. A dual flood gun was used for the charge 

compensation accumulated on the surface. The measured spectra were calibrated to the C 1s peak 

of the adventitious carbon, found to be at 285.0 eV. 
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Figure 1. (a) Anodic memristors integrated in crossbar array. (b) A top view of anodic memristors integrated 
in crossbar array. (c) A single memristive sensor device. (d) Cross section of memristive sensor formed on Hf 

thin flims imaged by TEM 

Results and discussion 

Resistive switching of HfO2 memristor sensors 

The switching behavior of MIM structured devices (Figure 1c) has been studied by performing I-

U sweeps. The structures, assembled at the intersections of metallic lines (Figure 1b), demonstrated 

typical bipolar memristive switching from -2 V to 2 V, as exemplified in Figure 2a (black I-U curve). 

The switching was observed at several resistive levels tested by applying different current limitation 

ranges during the voltage sweeping. This behavior was already observed for anodic memristors 

grown on Hf thin films in previous studies [35,36].  

Once the switching effect was confirmed, a sensing response of memristors was investigated by 

drop-casting D-glucose at the surface of the device while performing I-U sweeps. The sensing 

analysis is based on the resistive state ratio extracted from I-U sweeps. This is schematically 

described in Figure 2a. Hence, HRS and LRS were extracted for a selected reading voltage. As it can 

be seen in Figure 2a, the resistive state ratio was lower for the I-U curve obtained by sweeping 

voltage without an analyte. By adding D-glucose, the resistive state ratio increased dramatically 

(Figure 2a, red I-U curve). This demonstrates the sensing capabilities of the device, which are most 

likely linked to the dynamics of the accumulation zones beneath the top electrode [38]. Electrolyte 

species containing hydroxyl groups diffuse on the surface and influence the position and size of 

these zones, directly influencing the redox cycle of the CFs during switching [36].  

Following that, a quantification of glucose was studied by selecting four different concentrations 

(10, 20, 40 and 80 mM of D - glucose) to be drop cast at the surface of the sensor. In this case, typical 

I-U measurements were performed for each selected concentration one after the other (Figure 2b). 

The slopes of I-U curves, recorded for different D-glucose concentrations, changed as illustrated in 
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Figure 2b. It was observed that the resistive state ratios increased with the concentration of D-

glucose (Figure 2). As noticed, the shape of I-U curves recorded for memristor sensors was mainly 

irregular. On the one hand, the respective curves of I-U sweeps recorded without the addition of 

standard solution exhibited a symmetric hysteresis loop (Figure 2a, black curve), switching bipolarly 

in both positive and negative voltage values range. On the other hand, the regular switching trend 

was demonstrated only in the positive voltage range for I-U sweeps recorded for the memristor 

sensor with the addition of the D-glucose standard solution. The resistive state ratio in negative 

voltage switching range values was significantly lower (Figure 2b). Hence, only the resistive 

switching in the positive voltage values range was considered for the calibration curve.  

However, the I-U sweeps recorded for a number of memristors (5 up to 25 selected devices) 

demonstrated variations of device resistance values (considering both LRS and HRS values). 

Accordingly, the resistive state ratios ranged from 10 up to a few orders of magnitude.  

Once the sensing response was proven, the possibility of quantifying D-glucose was tested for all 

devices, showing either a low resistive state ratio or a high resistive state ratio. Devices, which 

reached the resistive state ratio in the range of a few orders of magnitude, did not show a linear 

trend in resistive state ratio change with respect to added D-glucose concentration (Figure 2c). 

Hence, the sensing capabilities in the case of higher resistive state ratios were lower as compared 

to lower ratios, as explained further. Increasing the concentration of glucose exponentially incre-

ased the current response. 

In other words, LRS values decreased while the resistive state ratio increased. Eventually, 

memristors were irreversibly switched due to dielectric breakdown or possible permanent 

conductive filaments (CFs) disruption. It may be assumed that the stability of CFs, formed inside the 

active oxide, directly affects the performance of sensors [18,20,39]. Therefore, there is a strong 

motivation to use the anodic HfO2 memristor concept for sensing applications assuming the stability 

of CFs. An improved switching performance of HfO2 memristors is explained by CFs pinning, which 

was confirmed for HfO2 grown in phosphate buffer [18].  

The resistive state ratio increased linearly with respect to four different D-glucose concentrations 

for memristive devices that initially reached a resistive state ratio in the range of several ohms 

(Figure 2b). This proves higher sensing capabilities in the case of lower resistive state ratios. This 

was already linked to CFs stability. Permanent destruction of CFs is immediate for higher initial 

resistive state ratios due to higher current passing through in the low state. For this reason, these 

MIM structures were considered for further optimization of experimental parameters.  

 
Figure 2. (a) I-U sweeps recorded for memristor without analyte and (b) with the addition of D-glucose.  

(c) dependence of I-U sweeping response on the concentration of D-glucose (10 to 80 mM) 
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Analytical performance of anodic HfO2 memristor sensor 

The analytical performance of sensors was studied based on at least five different devices that 

have shown stable switching voltage range from -2 to 2 V. During the voltage sweeping, the current 

limitation was set to a maximum of 1 mA. The resistive switching was observed in the low current 

range, reaching up to 100 µA. Four different D-glucose concentrations were selected for 

quantification. As already described, I-U sweeps were recorded for each selected concentration (10, 

20, 40 and 80 mM of D-glucose). Resistive state ratio (HRS/LRS) values were extracted from these 

curves and shown with respect to reading voltage values (Figure 3a). In order to avoid any possible 

error, HRS/LRS ratio values were determined by extracting LRS or HRS values always at the same 

reading voltage value. Figure 3b and 3c present a calibration curve obtained by extracting HRS/LRS 

ratios from R-U sweeps with respect to D-glucose concentrations. In this case, resistive state ratio 

values were extracted by reading LRS and HRS values at a selected reading voltage value of 20 mV. 

Additionally, resistive state ratio values for selected reading values, in the range from 0 to 2 V, are 

shown in Figure 3d. Error bars, shown in Figure 3d, are determined empirically by the variations in 

extracted HRS/LRS values between different devices. 

 
Figure 3. (a) R-U sweeps extracted for different D-glucose concentrations. (b), (c) Calibration curve obtained 
in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for 10 Mm -80 mM D-glucose. (d) Resistive state ratios extracted from I-U sweeps 

with respect to different reading voltage values. (e) Endurance assessment based on successive resistive 
switching. (f) Retention assessment based on successive resistive readings 

Linearity was found in the range from 10 mM to 80 mM with a corresponding correlation factor 

equal to R2 = 0.96809. Moreover, the limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) were 

determined based on five different calibration curves using the lowest concentration of D-glucose. 

While LOD was estimated as 0.8 mM, LOQ was assessed as 2.6 mM. These LOD and LOQ values are 

relatively high compared to the values of conventional sensors reported in the literature. However, 

the determination of analytical parameters was not reported for HfO2 anodic memristor-based 

sensors used for liquid detection. Only several liquid sensors using this concept, mainly based on 

TiO2, have been communicated until now [6,31,40]. Hence, this work evidences an improved 

performance of such sensors regarding resistive state ratio but also enhanced quantification 
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possibilities. The development of memristive sensors integrated into crossbar arrays is relevant 

since a high number of devices can be studied at the same time. This is crucial for understanding the 

fundamental concept of miniaturized in-memory computing systems, possibly leading to their 

industrial implementation [7].  

Moreover, the reproducibility based on five different sensors was evaluated as 3.7 %, while repe-

atability was estimated as 2.3 % for five measured HRS/LRS values using the same device. This 

confirms the high repeatability and stability of MIM structures, with no significant difference in 

HRS/LRS ratio recorded even if devices were used after a longer time. The extraction of analytical 

performance parameters is highly relevant for comparison, hence the future development of mem-

ristive sensors grown on different materials or in different geometry. For this reason, the sensiti-

vity (S) of sensors was also evaluated by selecting two HRS/LRS ratio values from the calibration 

curve, for the corresponding concentrations (Figure 3c, equation (1)).  

2 1

2 1

2 1

HRS HRS

LRS LRS
S

c c

−

=
−

 (1) 

The sensitivity was calculated as 5.3 mM-1 , thus being higher as compared to TiO2-based mem-

ristive sensors produced by sputtering [6].  

Finally, endurance and retention measurements were performed in order to confirm the stability 

of each sensor. This was done by successive resistive switching (followed by resistance evaluation) 

and successive resistive readings, respectively, and the results are presented in Figures 3e and 3f. 

The device lifetime and data retention reached up to 105 cycles. A high resistive state suddenly 

becoming conductive is the event that is considered the end of the lifetime or data retention. This 

is comparable to previously reported Hf-based anodic memristors [35,36].  

XPS analysis 

The composition of the oxide grown on Hf thin films was examined by XPS (Figure 4). The sample 

taken for the XPS analysis was drop cast with D-glucose and used as a MIM structured memristive 

sensor. The samples analyzed were covered by Pt top electrodes (as used for sensing purposes). In 

addition, depth profiling was performed to study the electrolyte species and glucose incorporation. 

In such a case, Pt was sputtered away. The presence of C, O, Hf and Pt was found at the surface of 

the anodic oxide grown in PB covered by Pt top electrode (Figure 4a-4d). Four chemical forms of C 

can be identified from C 1s high-resolution spectra (Figure 4b). The peak at 285.0 eV corresponds to 

adventitious C related to the C–C/C–H carbon type. The second peak found at 289.2 eV can be 

assigned to a carboxylic functional group (O═C─O), whereas the peak at 286.5 eV (C-O/N) is most 

likely related to the rest of glucose as C-OH reacting with impurities found within the sample being 

also present as amine at 399.4 eV (N 1s) [41,42]. The impurities found at the surface by depth 

profiling were less than 1 at.%, reaching 1.4 at.%. Oppositely, the peak at 288 eV (Figure 4b) is 

related to carbon bonded with a single covalent bond to oxygen (O-C-O) [41,42]. This points towards 

glucose penetrating the oxide/electrode interface, confirming the sensing concept stated in pre-

vious sections [41,42]. Moreover, two chemical forms of O can be noted based on the O 1s spectrum 

(Figure 4d). These peaks (Figure 4a and 4d) found at 532.8 and 531.3 eV are related to O from organic 

molecules (D-glucose) and O bound in oxides as HfO2, respectively [41-43]. The electrolyte species 

incorporation in anodic oxide can be recognized only as a presence of Na+ (Na 1s) at 1071.7 eV (Figure 

4a). The stoichiometric amount of O to Hf within the same oxide is confirmed by a Hf 4f7/2 peak at 

16.9 eV and a Hf 4f5/2 peak at 18.6 eV, representing HfO2. A single chemical form of Hf (Figure 4c) is 
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visible in Figure 4d as Hf 4f scan [41-43]. Finally, the Pt top electrode above the oxides is recognized 

as Pt 4f5/2 and Pt 4f7/2 doublet (Figure 4a) at 73.9 and 70.6 eV, respectively [41-43]. Hence, the sensing 

capabilities of Hf memristive sensor are based on O species originating from D-glucose functional 

groups. Likely, O species penetrating the electrode/oxide are contributing to the event of CFs forma-

tion. This is achieved by their movement throughout the oxide induced by applying an external electric 

field. This results in resistive state ratio value change upon adding the analyte solution, as previously 

discussed.  

 
Figure 4. a) XPS survey and b–d) high-resolution spectra of Hf memristive sensor samples prepared in 

phosphate buffer 

Conclusions 

This study proves the concept of a memristive sensor based on hydroxyl group influence on 

accumulation regions in the vicinity of the top electrode. The sensing mechanism relying on resistive 

state ratio has been proven as a tool for qualitative and quantitative liquid detection. However, 

further optimization of the sensor is vital. The performance of such devices is dependent on the size 

of electrodes, the reliability of the pattering mask or the scan rate applied during I-U sweeps 

performance. Once the performance of each device is established, this will allow its functioning in a 

crossbar array, which is currently under study. Additionally, a standard solution of D-glucose was 

selected due to -OH groups in its structure, thus allowing further investigation of OH-contained 

liquids. This is important for the investigation of the selectivity of the sensor, possibly leading to real 

sample analysis and implementation of memristor sensors in biomedical applications, consequently.  
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